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Focus on developing your application. 
Don‘t worry about infrastructure 

 management. 
Let Managed PaaS do the work for you.
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The Challenge: Finding or creating a platform

With any Platform as a Service (PaaS) you free your developers from having to install in-house hardware and 
software to develop or run a new application – because the PaaS-provider simply hosts both hardware and 
software on their own infrastructure. 

When deciding for a provider, many companies go for hyperscalers to gain advantages: They hope for a cost-
efficient and easy to use-solution. But with hyperscalers‘ PaaS-solutions, resilience and vendor lock-in can be 
a concern. Depending on the solution, PaaS can significantly impact application performance, availability and 
flexibility.

“By our customers experience, promises of hyperscalers remain unrealized 95% of the time!”
 K. Samaschke, CEO 

And Companies creating a streamlined and individual PaaS-solution to their liking, are challenged with: 
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 The Solution: Managed PaaS
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 Managed PaaS

Managed PaaS, or Managed Platform as a Service, is a platform that Cloudical sets up, rolls out and operates for 
you in any cloud environment. 
You have the application and can focus on managing it. 

If you have the application but don’t want to manage it: Let us manage it for you! We would love to support you 
with our complete carefree package Managed SaaS – read more about it in our brochure.

B) We   deliver  infrastructure
We chose the perfect fitting 
infrastructure together with you! 

A) Bring your own infrastructure (BYOI)
Let us host it on your preferred IaaS platform, 
you are contractor to the cloud provider!

Choose between two options: 

https://cloudical.io/offerings/managed-saas/
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Supported Cloud Providers
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Details and Features
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Needs & Solutions
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Duration

From analyzing your current environment to managing the platform:
The whole lifecycle of Managed PaaS takes about 1 month.

Compared to a similar setup without Managed PaaS that is about six times shorter!
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We are Cloudical.

Cloudical

Cloudical

Cloudical

Cloudical

Cloudical

Since 2017, Cloudical is advising and supporting companies and public authorities in the design, creation and 
use of cloud-based applications. Because of our comprehensive and platform-independent cloud consulting 
we deliver customized approaches for cloud, digitalization and agile working that are exactly tailored to the 
needs of our customers. Cloudical also offers enablements, workshops and coaching.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/cloudical/
https://www.facebook.com/cloudical/
https://www.instagram.com/cloudical_gmbh/?hl=de
https://twitter.com/cloudical_gmbh?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwdRT0lCDznAdZ0PUQsQ2WQ
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Get in Touch!  

Karsten Samaschke
CEO (Germany + Poland)

+49 17 17 888 155
karsten.samaschke@cloudical.io

Mirosław Choma
Managing Director (Poland)

Public Cloud Expert
+48 504 439 396

miroslaw.choma@cloudical.io

Aleksandra Trzcińska
Sales Executive (Poland)
Business Development

+48 537 243 138
aleksandra.trzcinska@cloudical.io

Kim-Norman Sahm
CTO (Germany + Poland)

+49 151 462 57 663
kim-norman.sahm@cloudical.io

https://www.linkedin.com/in/samaschke/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mirek-c-44146213/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/aleksandra-trzcinska-6949a8151/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kim-norman-sahm-1976b762/

